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Purpose 

This document includes important, late-breaking information about this release of Oracle® Essbase. 

Review this information thoroughly before installing Essbase. For overall Oracle Hyperion Enterprise 

Performance Management System installation-related issues and updates for this and other products, 

refer to the Oracle Hyperion Enterprise Performance Management Installation and Configuration 

Readme. 

Release 11.1.1.4 is a maintenance release for Release 11.1.1.0, 11.1.1.1, 11.1.1.2, or 11.1.1.3. 

Note: Essbase Release 11.1.1.4 integrates Essbase Release 11.1.1.3.500 with EPM System Release 

11.1.1.4. 
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Essbase Native Security Mode Is No Longer Supported 

Caution! Oracle strongly recommends not using Essbase native security mode because of security 

concerns. If you are currently using Essbase native security mode, you should convert Essbase Server 

to EPM System security mode and migrate users to EPM System security using Administration Services 

Console. See “Converting Essbase Server and Migrating Users to Shared Services” in the Oracle 

Essbase Administration Services Online Help. After you complete the conversion and migration tasks, 

Essbase security is managed as described in the Oracle Enterprise Performance Management System 

User Security Administration Guide. 
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New Features 

Certification Matrix 

Information about system requirements for EPM System products is now available in a spreadsheet 

format in the Oracle Hyperion Enterprise Performance Management System Certification Matrix. This 

matrix is posted at http://www.oracle.com/technology/products/bi/hyperion-supported-platforms.html. 

System requirements are no longer part of the Oracle Hyperion Enterprise Performance Management 

System Installation Start Here. 

Release 11.1.1.3 New Features: Analytics Link 

Oracle Essbase Analytics Link for Hyperion Financial Management provides near real-time data 

synchronization between Oracle Hyperion Financial Management, Fusion Edition, and Essbase, enabling 

Essbase users to view live Financial Management data without having to create and manage extraction 

and load tasks. Analytics Link off-loads the Financial Management application server by managing all 

reporting requests, freeing resources for financial consolidations. 

Release 11.1.1.1 New Features: Visual Explorer 

If you use Oracle Essbase Visual Explorer, noteworthy new features of Visual Explorer are as follows 

(see the Visual Explorer documentation for details). 

 Perspectives (varying attributes)—Generate historical summaries to answer questions about 

data that changes over time. You can calculate based on a given perspective on the data or a given 

point in time, and use member perspectives to selectively drill down on specific members. 

 Data Mining—Use Visual Explorer to build a data mining model and evaluate whether it is a good 

fit to use for predictions. Select from several types of models including clustering, Naïve Bayes, and 

regression. You can define advanced MDX expressions to build the model. 

 New Workspace Capabilities—The sheet sorter, a page that shows thumbnail images for all 

sheets in the workbook in one consolidated view, enables you to navigate and organize the sheets 

in your workbook. The mini film strip displays thumbnail images along the bottom of the workbook. 

The new start page lets you quickly open recent workbooks and data connections. Additional small 

changes help streamline your daily tasks. 

 Dashboard Enhancements—Add images, custom text areas, and blank spaces to the layout of 

your dashboard. Add web pages to your dashboards to display your views with content from other 

applications on the same screen. For constructing guided analysis paths, sheet links can now point 

to dashboards as their destinations. 

Other features include new mark options, filtering enhancements, and improvements to printing and 

PDF output. 
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Supported Paths to this Release 

Release 11.1.1.4 is a maintenance release for Release 11.1.1.0, 11.1.1.1, 11.1.1.2, and 11.1.1.3. If 

you are starting from an earlier release, you must first upgrade to an 11.1.1.x release. This may 

require upgrading to an interim release first, and then upgrading to 11.1.1.x. Once at 11.1.1.x, in EPM 

System Installer, select the “Apply Maintenance Release” option.  

Release 11.1.1.4 also provides a complete installation if you are not starting from Release 11.1.1.x. 

http://www.oracle.com/technology/products/bi/hyperion-supported-platforms.html
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Supported Platforms 

Applies to all supported platforms. 

Security Synchronization between Essbase and Shared Services was removed in Essbase Release 9.3, 

starting with Release 9.3.1.4.1. Essbase and Shared Services Release 11.1.1.3, however, still 

synchronize security information. For this reason, if you are using Essbase Release 9.3.1.4.1, 9.3.1.5, 

9.3.1.6, or 9.3.1.7, you cannot upgrade to Release 11.1.1.3. Instead, your recommended upgrade 

path is to first upgrade all products to Release 9.3.3, and then upgrade all products to Release 

11.1.2.1+. 
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Supported Languages 

This release supports non-English languages. The list of supported languages for all EPM System 

products is included in the Oracle Hyperion Enterprise Performance Management System Certification 

Matrix, posted at http://www.oracle.com/technology/products/bi/hyperion-supported-platforms.html. 
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Defects Fixed in this Release 

If you are coming from Release 11.1.1.0, 11.1.1.1, or 11.1.1.2, use the Defect Fixed Finder tool to 

review the lists of defects fixed between those releases and Release 11.1.1.3. This tool is available 

here: 

http://support.oracle.com/oip/faces/secure/km/DocumentDisplay.jspx?id-1292603.1 

Note: Because Essbase Release 11.1.1.4 is an integration release of Essbase Release 11.1.1.3.500 

and EPM System Release 11.1.1.4, the defects listed in this section are those that were fixed in 

11.1.1.3.500. 

Defect Number Defect Description 

 6567937 Agent. An incorrect value for Essbase Server RAM is displayed in Administration 

Services Console. 

 6580300 Attributes. In a database with transparent partitions, if the 

TARGETTIMESERIESOPT parameter is not set in essbase.cfg, the D-T-S 

calculation does not execute on the source database, and the target database 

displays incorrect results. 

 7111076 Spreadsheet Add-in. Exporting reports to Excel from Oracle Financial Analyzer 

(OFA) results in a MS VC++ program error when Spreadsheet Add-in is installed 

and registered on the same computer as OFA. This issue is caused by a conflict 

between OFA and the ExcelAddin.dll file, which registers the following 

Spreadsheet Add-in files: 

 essxleqd.xla 

 essexcln.xll 

http://www.oracle.com/technology/products/bi/hyperion-supported-platforms.html
http://support.oracle.com/oip/faces/secure/km/DocumentDisplay.jspx?id-1292603.1
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Defect Number Defect Description 

 7268194 Aggregate Storage. Performance is relatively slow when retrieving data from an 

aggregate storage application on Solaris 64-bit computers as compared to Solaris 

32-bit computers. 

 8264990 Server API. Application log messages relating to a calculation script execution 

failure mention only the @XREF function as the cause for the error, when other 

possible causes exist. 

 9047026 Calculator. Calculation on a transparent partition target fails if GETDBSTATS is 

called on the source, whether from the outline being opened in Administration 

Services Console or by another means. The error message reads: “(1013009) 

Administrator Has Temporarily Disabled User Commands.” 

 9047029 Data Extraction. Selecting database statistics while running a series of reports 

results in the following error being written to the application log file: 

(1013009) Administrator Has Temporarily Disabled User Commands 

 9113205 MDX. A member selection based on varying attributes incorrectly returns an empty 

member set. 

 9342907 MDX. When both an Essbase security filter and suppress missing data are active in 

a report, some row labels may be repeated. 

 9367842 MDX. The C API function EssMdxSetMbrIdType returns empty strings. 

 9372524 Aggregate Storage. Performance may be inconsistent for large retrievals on 

aggregate storage databases. Large retrievals may be slow or may hang. 

 9523779 Spreadsheet Add-in. In Spreadsheet Add-in, when the Use Styles option is 

selected, cascading into separate workbooks fails. 

 9560948 Agent. Essbase Agent may terminate abnormally while retrieving security 

information from Shared Services. 

 9659272 Server Administration. Updating drillable regions causes Essbase to terminate 

abnormally. 

 9660237 Data Extraction. When version Spreadsheet Add-in Release 11.1.1.3 or 

11.1.1.3.01 retrieves from older versions of Essbase Server, such as 7.1.3, EssCell 

functions return the error, “Bad binary spreadsheet table.” 

 9664235 Server Administration. In rare circumstances, data load may freeze. 

 9666933 Partitioning. Retrieving data from a transparent partition with an aggregate 

storage source and a block storage target erroneously returns zeros. 

 9699199 MaxL. Using the MaxL deploy command to check error level status always reports 

success (errorlevel 0), even when the deploy command was not successful.) 

 9742882 Attributes. Smart View retrievals on databases with more than one attribute 

dimension may not work as expected. For example, valid retrievals may return 

errors. 

 9745928 Dimension Builds. In double-byte character languages, some dimension builds 

and data loads of Excel spreadsheets may fail. 

 9790973 Unicode. When application mode is set to Unicode, running a calculation script 

from MaxL fails with this error code: ERROR - 012004 - Invalid member name. 
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Defect Number Defect Description 

 9796749 Server Administration. Filters on aggregate storage databases do not work as 

expected with MDX queries that include calculated members. In some cases, users 

are unable to access cells to which they have filter access. Part of the fix for this 

problem is to treat cells to which a user does not have access as #Missing during 

the calculation of calculated members. 

 9796756 Aggregate Storage. Essbase Server terminates abnormally when shared 

members are included in aggregate storage Clear Data operations. 

 9829399 Aggregate Storage. Data retrieval with attribute members from an aggregate 

storage application that is the target of a transparent partition may cause higher 

memory usage than expected when there is more than one partition defined. 

 9844839 MaxL. In archive mode, the DB readonly flag changes back to the previous setting 

after the application is unloaded and shut down. 

 9845639 API. Some APIs do not return an error code when the expected return structure is 

null. 

 9845653  API. Error message 1030019, The Essbase API version (%s) for this 

application is incompatible with this version of the Essbase API (%s), 

is not clear as to what is incompatible. 

 9845656 Server Administration. Certain error messages may cause the Essbase 

application, agent or client to terminate abnormally. 

 9845662 API. In aggregate storage outlines, the APIs EssOtlVerifyOutlineEx and 

EssOtlVerifyOutlineEx2 may cause the Essbase client to terminate abnormally. 

 9845674 Metadata. During dimension builds, the shared library leaks memory equal to the 

size of the attribute member name when adding, renaming, or calling 

setMemberInfo on a string attribute member. 

 9845685 MaxL. A successful build dimension runs through MaxL and reports errors, 

directing the user to a log file, but the error log file does not exist. 

 9845691 Metadata. Unexpected behavior may occur when using Read and Metaread filters 

combined. 

 9845765 Partitioning. When a transparent partition is created between two aggregate 

storage databases, the parent members of shared members in the target database 

contain no data. 

 9845775 Partitioning. When a transparent partition is created between two aggregate 

storage databases, using the Essbase > Keep Only function causes a database 

crash. 

 9853582 MaxL. The MaxL Deploy command fails on UNIX platforms, causing Essbase to 

stop responding or to terminate. 

 9857527 SQL Interface. Parallel data load freezes during the Commit stage if user 

attempts to cancel the operation. 

 9858182 Data Extraction. When Spreadsheet Add-in retrieves data from older versions of 

Essbase Server, such as 7.1.3, EssCell functions return the error “Bad binary 

spreadsheet table.” 

 9858193 Calculator. Essbase Server terminates abnormally when a calculation script 

causes AD_TOKEN_SIZE to exceed its buffer size. 

 9858208 MDX. MDX queries on calculated members may cause Essbase Server to stop 

responding. 
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Defect Number Defect Description 

 9908359 Server Administration. Filters on aggregate storage databases do not work as 

expected with MDX queries that include calculated members. In some cases, users 

are unable to access cells to which they have filter access. 

Part of the fix for this problem is to treat cells to which a user does not have 

access as #Missing during the calculation of calculated members. 

 9911622 Aggregate Storage. Data retrieval with attribute members from an aggregate 

storage application that is the target of a transparent partition may cause higher 

memory usage than expected when more than one partition is defined. 

 9951701 MaxL. Using the MaxL deploy command to check error level status always reports 

success (errorlevel 0), even when the deploy command was not successful. 

 9951931 Partitioning. Connecting to an application that is the target for one transparent 

partition and for one linked partition causes the Essbase Serer to terminate 

abnormally. 

 9956869 MaxL. On AIX 64-bit platforms, the MaxL deploy command fails to create an 

Essbase Studio cube. 

 10018981 Partitioning. A replicated partition with upper level stored members on the block 

storage source that are mapped to level 0 members on the aggregate storage 

target fails to replicate data after the environment is upgraded to Essbase 

11.1.1.3.01. 

 10033777 Partitioning. On aggregate storage databases, replicating partitioned data may 

not work correctly when there are not one-to-one mappings from source to target. 

 10062369 API. The EssAutologin dialog box is not displayed on Windows 64-bit systems 

when using Auto_Default. 

 10062384 Calculator. When a calculation script has a name longer than the limit of eight 

characters, Essbase may execute a different script instead of generating an error 

stating that the script name is too long. For example, if you have two scripts, 

12345678.csc and 12345678x.csc, and you try to execute 12345678x.csc, Essbase 

may execute 12345678.csc instead of generating an error that the script you 

selected cannot be executed because the name is longer than the limit. 

 10075343 Aggregate Storage. Retrieval on an aggregate storage database may cause the 

Essbase application to terminate abnormally and create an exception file. 

 10078882 Server Administration. While loading typed measures (text/date) to typed 

measure enabled members, the data load may fail giving this error: 

The member intersection can only store smart list value (textual 

measure). 

This error message is thrown erroneously for valid intersections which can store 

typed measure values. 

 10083390 Calculator. Essbase Server may terminate abnormally on Linux platforms when 

thread creation fails during parallel calculations. 

 10083400 Kernel. Running multiple calculation scripts on custom block storage outlines 

results in assertion failures. 

 10083442 Partitioning. Refreshing a partition causes the Essbase application to terminate 

abnormally. 

 10083466 Calculator. The DATAEXPORTCOND calculation command clashes with the FIX 

command. 
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Defect Number Defect Description 

 10083480 MDX. Memory allocation failure errors occur when running MDX queries on block 

storage applications. 

 10088483 MDX. The Essbase application stops responding when running an MDX query 

against a block storage application and the user running the MDX query has 

security filters. 

 10088485 Spreadsheet Add-in. Microsoft PowerPoint functionality for Paste 'MS Excel 

Worksheet Object' behaves in the same way as 'Paste Link' when both Excel and 

PowerPoint are open. 

 10088494 MaxL. MaxL allows an application to be created even when the server machine 

name is longer than the allowed 30 characters. 

 10088496 Calculator. SET CREATENONMISSINGBLK does not work on a member with a 

formula calling on a dynamic calculation member that has a cross-reference in the 

formula. 

 10093816 Server Administration. Use of a substitution variable in a rules file header 

definition causes the Essbase data load to fail on a block storage application, 

generating Unexpected Essbase error 1019026. 

 10093856 Spreadsheet Add-in. When scrolling in the Property panel of Essbase Query 

Designer, Excel may terminate abnormally. 

 10096645 Calculator. DATAEXPORTCOND reads only the first parameter in a statement, 

which causes some data to not be exported. 

 10096667 Server Administration. Saving an outline from which shared members were 

deleted causes the application to terminate abnormally if OUTLINECHANGELOG is 

set to true in essbase.cfg. 

 10103873 Partitioning. A replicated partition with upper level stored members on the block 

storage source that are mapped to level zero members on the aggregate storage 

target fails to replicate data after the environment is upgraded to Essbase 

11.1.1.3.01. 

 10135011 Partitioning. Retrieving two-pass calculated members in a transparent partition 

while using an attribute dimension results in data retrieval failure. 

 10151217 Data Extraction. The Report Writer rename command does not work as expected. 

 10158828 Calculator. Essbase may terminate abnormally while evaluating a FIX statement 

that contains a large member set. 

 10162969 Partitioning. The display partition command may cause the Essbase agent to 

terminate abnormally if the partition definitions are invalid. 

 10195223 MDX. MDX queries on block storage databases that are targets of transparent 

partitions take longer than expected. As part of this defect fix, the grid 
expansion Essbase configuration settings 

(GRIDEXPANSION, FORCEGRIDEXPANSION and GRIDEXPANSIONMESSAGES) are now 

applicable to MDX queries. 

 10258724 Aggregate Storage. Retrieval containing MDX queries from an aggregate storage 

partitioned target database causes the application to terminate abnormally. 

 10271508 MDX. Essbase may terminate abnormally while executing MDX formulas containing 

an IIF expression inside a tuple expression. 

 10275837 Partitioning. Retrieving data from a transparent partition with an aggregate 

storage source and a block storage target erroneously returns zeros. 
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Defect Number Defect Description 

 10305287, 

10360184 

Data Extraction. A report script containing multiple LEAVES commands in the 

same script, resulting in a large number of cells being queried, can result in 

incorrect member names in the report. 

 10360122 Calculator. After adding attribute dimension members to a block storage database 

that is set as the target in a transparent partition (where the source database is 

aggregate storage), calculations may fail and cause the database to terminate 

abnormally. 

 10360128 Spreadsheet Add-in. If Excel is not started, and you attempt to insert an Excel 

spreadsheet into a PowerPoint document, the operation fails and may cause Excel 

to terminate abnormally.  

 10373466 Calculator. Some members are aggregated despite having the ignore 

consolidation operator.  

 10392107 Server Administration. If CRASHDUMP is set to true in the essbase.cfg file, files 

may be deleted from your system when stopping an Essbase application. 

 10411715 Spreadsheet Add-in. When Spreadsheet Add-in is enabled, if you insert a 

Spreadsheet into Word 2007, the data in the sheet cannot be edited. 

 10628879  Agent. On UNIX platforms, loading more than 250 applications at the same time 

may cause Essbase to terminate abnormally. 

 10636947 Server Administration. If CRASHDUMP is set to true in the essbase.cfg file, files 

may be deleted from your system when stopping an Essbase application. 

 11061592 Partitioning. Retrieving from an aggregate storage database that is both the 

source and the target in transparent partitions with a block storage database may 

cause the aggregate storage application to terminate abnormally. 

 11652334 Aggregate Storage. In an aggregate storage outline with a slowly-changing 

attribute dimension, a query containing members of the slowly-changing attribute 

dimension and upper-level members but no level 0 members of the associated 

independent dimension may return incorrect results. 

 11675019 Spreadsheet Add-in. Disconnecting from Essbase Server in Spreadsheet Add-in 

may cause Excel to terminate abnormally. 

 11696253 Partitioning. Retrieving from an aggregate storage database that is both the 

source and the target of transparent partitions with a block storage database may 

cause the aggregate storage application to terminate abnormally. 

 11731019 Agent. A request to list filters may cause Essbase to terminate abnormally. 

 11734148 Agent. Queries for the universal member comment by a user with the filter role, 

but with no filter assigned, cause the application to terminate abnormally. 

 11855179 Aggregate Storage. After using Send to load data from Spreadsheet Add-in to an 

aggregate storage application, if some of the data cells being submitted are blank, 

some of the retrievals may yield incorrect results. 

 

Top of Document 

Known Issues  

The following issues are the noteworthy known issues of this release. 
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Defect Number Issue 

NA Aggregate Storage Databases. Restructuring an aggregate storage database 

may result in all data slices being merged into one slice. 

In order for the aggregate storage cache to have enough memory to restructure 

an aggregate storage database, all existing data load buffers are destroyed. 

NA MaxL Shell. Prior to Release 11.1.1, MaxL Shell sent the login statement to 

Essbase Server twice, affecting the Hyperion Shared Services password policy 

that is introduced in 11.1.1. Upon password expiration, Shared Services allows a 

configurable number of successful logins, but the MaxL Shell double login 

reduced the allowed number by half. 

To rectify the issue, Release 11.1.1 MaxL Shell does not issue the login 

statement twice when a user attempts to log in. 

However, if an earlier version of MaxL Shell is used with Essbase Server Release 

11.1.1, the configured number of login attempts allowed by Shared Services is 

still reduced by half. Therefore, Oracle recommends using Release 11.1.1 MaxL 

Shell with Release 11.1.1 Essbase Server. 

The Release 11.1.1 MaxL Shell is not supported with Essbase Server releases 

prior to release 7.0. 

NA Red Hat Linux AS 4.0. When running Essbase on Red Hat Linux AS 4.0 and 

starting or creating Essbase applications, the following error message is 

encountered if Essbase cannot find the shared library named libcom_err.so.3: 

"Error while loading shared libraries: libcom_err.so.3: cannot open shared object 

file: no such file or directory" 

Verify that libcom_err.so.3 exists on the computer on which you are running 

Essbase and that the library environment is set up correctly. If libcom_err.so.3 

does not exist, you can create the library by creating a soft link in the directory 

where libcom_err.so.x is located. To create a soft link, you must have the 

appropriate permissions in the directory where you are creating the link. 

NA Spreadsheet Add-in. In the Drill-Through Wizard, table or column names that 

are longer than 80 characters are truncated to 80 characters.  When selecting, 

ordering, and filtering columns in the wizard, only the first 80 characters of the 

table or column name are displayed. 

1-155495984 

1-171301321 

Linux. If the installation program hangs while installing Oracle and Oracle 

Hyperion products, turn off the automount daemon for file systems that have a 

large hierarchy.  

If the installation program hangs while installing Oracle and Oracle Hyperion 

products and automount is on, verify the version of Linux you are running. 

Essbase 11.1.1 requires Red Hat Linux AS 4.0 Update 2 with glibc-2.3.4-2.13 or 

later.  

6535068,  

1-137820670 

Aggregate Storage. On aggregate storage databases, using user-defined 

attributes to define member groups greatly decreases the execution speeds of 

Essbase functions. To avoid this performance loss, use Attribute dimensions to 

define member groups.  

6542214,  

1-243469667 

Spreadsheet Add-in. If, after viewing an unprotected worksheet's Essbase 

Aliases options, you then view a protected worksheet's options, the protected 

worksheet seems to inherit the unprotected worksheet's Aliases option settings.  
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Defect Number Issue 

6576813,  

8-563756229 

Character Sets. The JISX0213 Japanese character set, which replaces the 

JISX0208 and JISX0212 Japanese character sets, is supported on Windows Vista.  

The Essbase family of products does not support the JISX0213 Japanese 

character set.  

6587473,  

8-637653176 

Data Extraction. Extracting data using the ReportWriter STARTHEADING 

command causes the heading to repeat every 162 rows.  To work around this 

issue, structure the report script so that column member selections precede row 

member selections, and make sure that the script contains at least one column 

member.  

6589153,  

8-651484045 

EsbLROPurgeObjects. In the VB Main API, running the EsbLROPurgeObjects 

function does not delete any linked objects.  

6589657,  

8-651709938 

Error Files. When using Oracle Essbase Administration Services client to 

perform data loads or dimension builds on an Essbase Administration Server 

located on a different computer, if the generated error file is larger than 2 GB, 

the error file will not be created on the server; an empty error file will be created 

on the client, and the load will complete with an incorrect “Success” status rather 

than “Warning.”  

6589847,  

8-648458764 

MDX. Running the MDX Parent function does not return the member’s parent.  

6629996 VB API. You cannot use the VB API to populate partitions because  is 

missing required structures. As a result, these VB APIs are not fully functional 

and should not be used: 

EsbPartitionReplaceDefFile 

EsbPartitionValidateDefinition 

EsbPartitionValidateLocal 

EsbPartitionNewDefFile 

EsbPartitionOpenDefFile 

EsbPartitionFreeDefCtx 

EsbPartitionReadDefFile 

EsbPartitionWriteDefFile 

EsbPartitionFreeOtlChanges 

EsbPartitionCloseDefFile 

6668535 Data Export. 64-bit Essbase does not support using the DATAEXPORT 

calculation script command to export data in batch export mode directly into a 

SQL data source.  

6973834 Aggregate Storage Databases. Loading #Missing values to aggregate storage 

databases with typed measures (text or date) is not supported using Send 

operations or using incremental data loads. Oracle Hyperion Smart View for 

Office, Fusion Edition, and Spreadsheet Add-in display a warning message if you 

attempt to load #Missing to text- or date-typed cells using a Send operation. 

Workaround: To load #Missing values to aggregate storage text or date typed 

measures, perform a full data load using “overwrite” mode.  

7035038 Spreadsheet Add-in. With Excel 2007 on Windows XP or Windows Vista, 

running a VB script to log in to a spreadsheet results in slow connection times.  
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Defect Number Issue 

7159709 Outline Editor. Essbase Outline Editor verifies that time balance properties are 

applied only to stored Time dimensions.  

7198014 MaxL. When Shared Services security mode is in effect, the following MaxL 

password management clauses are not supported: 

 Alter user USER-NAME set password_reset_days … 

 Alter system set password_reset_days …   

7257317 Varying Attributes. Dimension builds using rules files do not support varying 

attributes. Instead, use Essbase Studio to deploy dimensions with varying 

attributes, or use Outline Editor in Administration Services to add varying 

attributes.  

7346082 Essbase Query Designer. EQD is translated into the following languages: 

French, German, Spanish, Japanese, Korean, Simplified Chinese, Traditional 

Chinese, and Russian.  EQD for the following languages will be in English: 

Swedish, Danish, Italian, Turkish, and Brazilian Portuguese.  

7356627 Aggregate Storage. The SSAUDIT configuration setting does not generate log 

files when enabled for aggregate storage databases. Only block storage 

databases can use SSAUDIT settings.  

7459242 Security. When you delete a user (in Shared Services) that is provisioned as an 

administrator user for Shared Services, Essbase, and Essbase Studio, you must 

be sure to refresh security (in Administration Services Console) between Essbase 

and Shared Services. Failure to refresh security will result in a "Failed to deploy 

Essbase cube..." error when attempting to deploy a cube from Essbase Studio.  

For procedural information on refreshing users, see “Refreshing Security from 

Shared Services” in the Essbase Administration Services Online Help. 

Alternatively, see the Essbase Technical Reference to use MaxL to refresh 

security (alter system resync sss).   

7486542 Spreadsheet Add-in. Spreadsheet Add-in does not support worksheet sizes 

greater than 65,536 rows by 256 columns.  

7497485 User and Group Names. In Essbase, user and group names must be unique, 

regardless of whether Essbase is in native security mode or Hyperion Shared 

Services mode. If using Hyperion Shared Services mode, the user and group 

names must be unique regardless of whether the names are within the same 

user directory provider or in different user directory providers. For example, 

Essbase does not support having a user and a group with the same name within 

the same OpenLDAP provider. Similarly, Essbase does not support having a user 

named user1 in an OpenLDAP provider and a user named user1 in an MSAD 

provider.  

7832234 MaxL. The MaxL option to remove zeros when merging incremental data slices 

on an aggregate storage database does not work. The zeros are not removed.  
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Defect Number Issue 

8240203 Turkish Language Calculation Function Names. When the ESSLANG variable 

is set to certain non-English languages, Essbase returns a syntax error when 

validating some calculation function names that were entered in lower case, 

instead of upper case. By default, when validating calculation scripts, Essbase 

converts lower-case characters to upper-case characters. The validation error 

occurs when the language being used, such as Turkish, has different case rules 

than English for mapping upper- and lower-case characters. 

For example, in English, there are two versions of the letter “I”: a lower-case, 

dotted “i” and an upper-case, dotless “I.” In Turkish, there are four versions of 

the letter “I”: an upper-case dotted "İ" (Latin capital letter with a dot above), a 

lower-case dotted "i" (same as English), an upper-case dotless  "I" (same as 

English), and a lower-case dotless "ı" (Latin lower-case letter without a dot 

above). Therefore, when using Turkish, calculation function names that are 

entered using the lower-case character “i” in the first three characters that follow 

the “@” sign, such as @ichildren and @idescendants, are not properly validated. 

Workaround: Enter calculation function names in all upper case.  

8264400 Migration. Migrating aggregate storage outlines from 32-bit Essbase Release 

9.3.1.2 to 64-bit Essbase Release 11.1.1.x when the host name is longer than 30 

characters does not work.  

Workaround: In essbase.cfg, add a NODENAME entry with the value set to a 

short logical name.  

8801430, 

9160216, 

10406298, 

11710416 

Spreadsheet Add-in. When using Spreadsheet Add-in on Microsoft Office 2007, 

performing a retrieve or lock on a particularly complex worksheet can cause an 

internal Excel error. Users may see an error message such as this: 

Essbase has encountered an internal Excel error. Your sheet will not 

be overwritten and none of your data will be lost. However, you are 

strongly urged to exit Excel and restart in order to clear up the 

problem. 

To avoid this situation, Oracle recommends that you take steps to reduce the 

complexity of the worksheet. For example, if your worksheet contains large 

ranges which are not required, reduce ranges by deleting or hiding unnecessary 

columns or rows. 

10349925, 

10360096 

Processor Support. If you are using a POWER7 processor, you may not be able 

to start Essbase.  

10623580 Kernel. Direct I/O is not supported on Linux. 

12351778 Partitioning. Data returned from transparent partitions where an aggregate 

storage database is on the source and a block storage database is on the target 

may be incorrect. Data values may be doubled if a single parent member has 

children in two different areas of the partition.  

12371867 Partitioning. Level 0 members should not be aggregated on the target to any 

parent that is retrieved from a transparent partition with an aggregate storage 

source and a block storage target. In all such cases the value is returned from 

the source database; target data is ignored.  

12371965 Partitioning. Transparent Partitions with aggregate storage databases on the 

source and block storage databases on the target do not generate correct results 

if overlapping areas are present, even when they validate.   

Workaround: Avoid creating partition definitions with overlapping areas.  
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Top of Document 

Documentation Updates 

This section describes additional items, updates, and deletions that are not part of the Release 

11.1.1.x documentation. 

Accessing Hyperion Product Documentation 

The most recent version of each Hyperion product guide is available for download from the 

Documentation area of the Oracle Technology Network (OTN) website 

(http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/index.html). Deployment-related documentation is also available 

from the Oracle E-Delivery website (https://edelivery.oracle.com/). Individual product guides are 

available for download on the OTN website only.  

Note: Not all of the documentation for this product has been updated from Release 11.1.1.1, 11.1.1.2, 

or 11.1.1.3.  Similarly, the product UI may not have been updated since these releases. 

Recommended User and Group Management 

Oracle recommends using Oracle Hyperion Shared Services Console, Oracle Hyperion Shared Services 

Java API, or Oracle Hyperion Enterprise Performance Management System Lifecycle Management for 

the following user and group management tasks, instead of using MaxL or Oracle Essbase APIs: 

• alter user (add to group, remove from group) 

• create or replace user 

• create or replace group 

• drop user (except when using from security_file syntax) 

• drop group (except when using from security_file syntax) 

• display user all 

• display group all 

Aggregate Storage Database Outlines Cannot Exceed 64 Bits per Dimension 

The number of bits needed by a dimension is the maximum number of bits used by any level 0 child, 

including the level 0 children in alternate hierarchies and associated attribute dimensions. For the 

purposes of member numbering, attribute dimensions are treated as alternate hierarchies of their base 

dimensions. 

To see the number of bits a dimension requires:  

1. In Administration Services Console, from the Enterprise view or a custom view, select a database. 

2. Right-click, select Edit, and then Properties. 

3. In the Database Properties dialog box, select the Statistics tab.  

In the Aggregate Storage Statistics area, the number of levels and bits used in each dimension is 

displayed.  

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/index.html
https://edelivery.oracle.com/
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In general, the formula to determine the number of bits required for any member in a dimension can 

be expressed as: 

#_bits_member’s_parent + log(x) 

Where x is the number of children of the parent. 

For example, if the member’s parent is member A, which requires 5 bits, and A has 10 children, the 

number of bits required by each child is: 

5 +log(10) = 9 bits 

The top member of a dimension or hierarchy usually uses 0 bits. However, when one or more top 

generations consist of label-only members, the label-only members do not receive member numbers 

(because they are not considered stored members). Therefore, if there are x members in the first non-

label-only generation, those members use log(x) bits. The rest of the children below them are 

numbered normally.  

Similarly, if a dimension or hierarchy is dynamic, only the level 0 members that are stored or shared 

receive member numbers. The number of bits required for those members is log(x), where x is the 

number of level 0 members that are stored or shared (that is, the number of level 0 members that are 

not formula members).  

If, however, any alternate hierarchies have stored (non-shared) level 0 members, each member of 

every hierarchy in the dimension (including associated attribute dimensions) uses an extra log(x) bits, 

where x is the total number of hierarchies and associated attribute dimensions for this base dimension.  

The following example uses the Products dimension in the ASOsamp.Sample database.  

The Products dimension has two hierarchies: All Merchandise and High End Merchandise, which is an 

alternate hierarchy. High End Merchandise has one stored level 0 member: Stored Member. The 

Products dimension does not have any associated attribute dimensions.  

Members All Merchandise and High End Merchandise use log(2) = 1 bit.  

Note:  If the alternate hierarchy High End Merchandise did not have any stored level 0 members, the 

top members of each hierarchy (and associated attribute dimensions) would each use 0 bits.  

The calculation of the number of bits required by each level 0 children:  

All Merchandise = 1 bit 

   Personal Electronics, Home Entertainment, Other = 1 + log(3) = 3 bits 

       Digital Cameras/Camcorders, Handhelds/PDAs, Portable Audio = 3 + log(3) = 5 

           Children of Digital Cameras/Camcorders = 5 + log(3) = 7 

           Children of Handhelds/PDAs = 5 + log(3) = 7 

           Children of Portable Audio = 5 + log(2) = 6 

       Televisions, Home Audio/Video = 3 + log(2) = 4 

           Children of Televisions = 4 + log(5) = 7 

           Children of Home Audio/Video = 4 + log(4) = 6 
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       Computers and Peripherals = 3 + log(1) = 3  *   

        Systems, Displays, CD/DVD drives = 3 + log(3) = 5 

             Children of Systems = 5 + log(2) = 6 

 High End Merchandise = 1 bit 

     Flat Panel, HDTV, Stored Member = 1 + log(3) = 3 bits  

* Member Computers and Peripherals have the same number of bits (3) as its parent Other. 

The maximum bits used by any level 0 children in the Products dimension is 7 (Children of Digital 

Cameras and Children of Televisions). Therefore, Products uses 7 bits, which is less than the 

dimension size limit of 64 bits. 

If the dimension size exceeds 64 bits: 

 Essbase generates the following error when saving the outline:  

 
Hierarchy [DimensionName] is too complex: maximum width member number exceeds 64 

bits. See application log for details. 

 Essbase logs messages similar to the following messages in the application log: 

 
Member number for member [level0member] requires [65] bits to encode 

   Member [level0member] contributes [5] bits to member number 

   Member [level1parent] contributes [20] bits to member number 

   Member [level2parent] contributes [20] bits to member number 

   Member [level3parent] contributes [20] bits to member number 

To fix the error, use one of these recommendations: 

 If possible, delete some siblings of any of the members referenced in the messages.  Reducing the 

number of siblings by a power of two saves one bit. For instance, assume that the level 0 member, 

which contributes 5 bits to the member number, has 18 siblings, including itself. Reducing the 

number of siblings to 16 or fewer saves one bit because log (16) = 4. Similarly, reducing the 

number of siblings to 8 or fewer saves two bits. 

 Reclassify some siblings of members referenced in the messages. For example, move half of the 

level 0 member’s 18 siblings to another parent that doesn’t have as many children. Alternately, 

create a new parent as a sibling of level1parent and move half of level1parent’s children under the 

new member. This approach saves one bit. 

 Combine some intermediate levels. For instance, move the level 0 member, and all of its siblings, 

to be children of level2parent and then remove level1parent. This approach is more involved but it 

can save many bits. 

[6536747, 1-55853784] 
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Attributes on Dense Members 

For attributes to work on dense members, data blocks for the dense members must exist. When 

retrieving data on a dense member that has a Dynamic Calc formula and no attributes, Essbase 

dynamically creates the data block and returns a value. However, if the Dynamic Calc dense member 

has an attribute, doing a retrieve on the attribute member results in #MISSING, because Essbase 

skips the calculation on the dense member and, therefore, the data block is not created. 

To identify nonexisting stored blocks, export the database or run a query to find out whether the block 

has data. [6550822] 

CALCLIMITFORMULARECURSION Does Not Apply to Formulas in MDX Queries 

The essbase.cfg setting CALCLIMITFORMULARECURSION does not apply to formulas in MDX queries 

(for example, calculated members).  

If the following error occurs upon execution of an MDX script, CALCLIMITFORMULARECURSION FALSE 

cannot be used to override the limit.  

Error executing formula for [MDX query] (line 0): Recursion limit [31] reached 

Instead, the formula must be rewritten to be iterative instead of recursive. The following MDX query 

example contains an iterative formula in the WITH section. 

WITH 

 SET [UDF_PERIODS] 

 AS 'TupleRange (([FY2007],[Apr 1]),([FY2007],[jun 30]))'  

 

 MEMBER [MEASURES].[UDF_MG]  

 AS 'Sum({[SECURITY_1],[SECURITY_2],[SECURITY_3],[SECURITY_4]},[MG])'  

 

 MEMBER [MEASURES].[UDF_C]  

 AS 'Sum({[SECURITY_1],[SECURITY_2],[SECURITY_3],[SECURITY_4]},[C])'  

 

 MEMBER [MEASURES].[UDF_D]  

 AS 'Sum({[SECURITY_1],[SECURITY_2],[SECURITY_3],[SECURITY_4]},[D])'  

 

 MEMBER [MEASURES].[UDF_MV]  

 AS 'Sum({[SECURITY_1],[SECURITY_2],[SECURITY_3],[SECURITY_4]},[MARKET_VALUE_BEGINNING])'  

 

 MEMBER [MEASURES].[UDF_MVY]  

 AS '([UDF_MG]-[UDF_C]) / ([UDF_MV] + [UDF_C])'  

 

 MEMBER [MEASURES].[UDF_MVY1]  

 AS 'IIF(IS([TIME].CurrentMember,[Apr 30]) AND  

  IS([YEAR].CurrentMember,[2003]),0,ln(UDF_MVY + 1))'  

 

 MEMBER [MEASURES].[UDF_MVY2]  
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 AS 'Sum({([FY2003],[Apr 30]):(Year.CurrentMember,Time.currentMember)},UDF_MVY1)'  

 

 MEMBER [MEASURES].[UDF_DY]  

 AS '[UDF_D] / [UDF_MV]'  

 

MEMBER [MEASURES].[UDF_RR]  

 AS '[UDF_MVY] + [UDF_DY]'  

 

MEMBER [MEASURES].[UDF_MVYTD]  

 AS 'Exp(UDF_MVY2)'  

 

SELECT  

 {[UDF_MG],[UDF_C],[UDF_D],[UDF_MV],[UDF_MVY],[UDF_RR],[UDF_MVYTD]}  

ON COLUMNS,  

 NONEMPTYSUBSET ([UDF_PERIODS]) 

ON ROWS  

FROM b8477941.TEST  

WHERE ([SCENARIO].[ACT],[TIME SERIES].[MOVEMENT],[SECTOR].[SECTOR_1]) 

[8477941] 

Clearing Data from Specific Regions of Aggregate Storage Databases 

The following information updates the “Clearing Data from Specific Regions of Aggregate Storage 

Databases” topic in the Oracle Essbase Database Administrator’s Guide: 

When using the physical method for clearing data from a region, queries to the physically cleared 

region return #MISSING values. 

Configuring Data Sources on UNIX 

In the Oracle Essbase SQL Interface Guide, ignore the instruction to execute the inst-sql.sh file 

when configuring data sources on UNIX. As of Release 11.1, the inst-sql.sh file is no longer installed 

with Essbase. [8519289] 

Converting Block Storage Outlines to Aggregate Storage Outlines 

Block storage non-Unicode outlines can be converted to aggregate storage non-Unicode outlines; 

however, block storage Unicode outlines cannot be converted to aggregate storage Unicode outlines. 

[8208584] 

Correct Member Separator 

In the Oracle Essbase Technical Reference, Example 1 for the @XRANGE calculation function 

incorrectly uses a colon to separate members.  

Members should be separated with a comma; for example: @XRANGE(Jan, Mar)  

[7149078] 
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Database Manager Permission is Required for the MaxL alter database 

Statement 

The documentation for the MaxL alter database statement states that Database Manager permission 

is required. Instead, create_application permission is required. [6577059] 

Date-time Members Supported on Block Storage Databases 

You can now create a date-time member in a block storage database. This enhancement is currently 

not documented for block storage databases in the Oracle Essbase Database Administrator’s Guide. 

The following new calculation functions support date analysis on block storage date-time members: 

 @DATEDIFF 

 @DATEPART 

 @DATEROLL 

 @FORMATDATE 

 @TODATEEX 

See “Aggregate Storage Time-Based Analysis” in the Oracle Essbase Database Administrator’s Guide 

for more information. 

Disabled Create Blocks on Equations 

If Create Blocks on Equations is disabled for a database and data blocks exist for members on the left 

or right side of an equation, the formula produces results. [6539881, 1-212975642] 

Disk Volumes 

When using disk volumes:  

 For new files, disk volume settings become effective after the database is restarted. Previously 

existing files and volumes are not affected. 

 Files are written to the disk volume in the following directory structure: 

…/app/app_name/db_name 

[6554135, 2_HYPER00081388] 

Documentation Correction for Load Buffer ID Constraints 

The BUFFER-ID terminal used by the MaxL alter database … initialize_load_buffer statement is 

documented as any number between 1 and 4294967296. Instead, it should be a number between one 

and 1,000,000 (one million). The same constraint applies to the ulBufferId field of the C API function 

EssBeginDataloadASO. [7417595] 

Documentation for the MaxL alter filter Statement Contains an Error 

The following example for the MaxL alter filter statement shows how to edit multiple rows in a single 

filter:  

alter filter sample.basic.filt8 add read on '@Descendants("East")', add write on 

'@Descendants("West")'; 
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[7431569] 

Drilling Through to Oracle Applications 

The following limits do not appear in the Oracle Essbase Addendum regarding the drill-through to 

Oracle applications feature: 

 The number of drill-through URLs per database is limited to 255. 

 The number of drillable regions in a drill-through URL is limited to 256.  

 The number of characters per drillable region is limited to 65536. 

Error in Documentation for the Report Writer CURRENCY Command  

In the documentation for the Report Writer CURRENCY command, the example script contains an 

error.  

The following line:  

<CURRENCY US$  

should be changed to: 

<CURRENCY USD  

[7340671] 

Error in ESSCMD Documentation for the REPORT Command 

In the ESSCMD documentation for the REPORT command, the following example report script is 

incorrect: 

 

IDESCENDANTS Qtr1\ 

   ICHILDREN Market\ 

   !\ 

   \ 

The correct example is: 

<IDESCENDANTS Qtr1 

   <ICHILDREN Market 

   ! 

[7148771] 

ESS_DBSTATS_T Structure, NonExclusiveLockCount Field 

In the ESS_DBSTATS_T structure, the NonExclusiveLockCount field is no longer valid. References to 

this field in the 11.1.1 Oracle Essbase API Reference should be ignored. [6923736] 
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Essbase Server and Application Log Files 

Release 11.1.1.1 modifies the default file size and file-naming convention used for Essbase Server and 

Application log files: 

 For Essbase Server log files, the current log file is always . When maximum log file 

size is reached, the file is renamed  (for example, , , 

and so on), and a new  file is created.  

 For application log files, the current log file is . When maximum log file size is 

reached, the file is renamed  (for example, 1, , and so 

on), and a new  file is created.  

The AGTMAXLOGFILESIZE and APPMAXLOGFILESIZE configuration settings enable users to specify the 

maximum size for Essbase Server and application log files. The default maximum log file size is 2 GB 

(2147483647 bytes), which is used if no values are specified for these configuration settings. 

The examples for AGTMAXLOGFILESIZE and APPMAXLOGFILESIZE should read as: 

 APPMAXLOGFILESIZE 1500000 

Sets the maximum application log file size to 1500000 bytes. 

• AGTMAXLOGFILESIZE 1500000 

 Sets the maximum Essbase Server log file size to 1500000 bytes. 

[6991703, 17932470, 17938478] 

Incorrect Description of Drop Lock Command 

In the Oracle Essbase Technical Reference, in Chapter 6, “MaxL,” the “Drop Lock” command contains 

the following errors:  

 The introductory paragraph reading, “Remove locks acquired through a spreadsheet operation” 

should read as follows: “Remove locks acquired through a spreadsheet operation. Removing a 

user’s lock forces a logout of that user’s session.” 

 The use of the command Drop Lock with USER-NAME should read as follows: 

Drop-lock on system held by USER-NAME 

[7136560] 

Incorrect Descriptions of Alter Application Command Parameters 

In the Oracle Essbase Technical Reference, in Chapter 6, “MaxL,” the following MaxL command 

parameters contain errors:  

Incorrect Text Correct Text 

disable autostatup disable autostartup 

set hostname as at set hostname as 

numerical display numerical_display 

data from dimensions from 

purge outline change file purge outline change_file 
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Incorrect Text Correct Text 

begin-archive begin archive 

 

[7046306] 

Incorrect Note in Documentation for SERVERPORTBEGIN and SERVERPORTEND 

In the Technical Reference documentation for the SERVERPORTBEGIN and SERVERPORTEND 

essbase.cfg settings, the following Note is incorrect: 

You must insert these settings in both the configuration file for the Essbase Server computer and the 

configuration file for the client computer. 

The two settings only need to be in the server configuration file. [8589997] 

MAX_SIZE_PER_FETCH Configuration Setting 

Specifies the maximum size of the grid after grid expansion. 

If, after grid expansion, the size of the grid is greater than the maximum size specified, grid expansion 

will not occur for the query, which might result in a slight degradation of performance. 

When using MAX_SIZE_PER_FETCH, GRIDEXPANSION must be set to ON. 

MAX_SIZE_PER_FETCH applies to block storage databases. 

Note: For databases that are the target of a transparent partition, Oracle recommends a smaller 

maximum grid size to retain the advantages of grid expansion. 

Syntax: 

MAX_SIZE_PER_FETCH [appname [dbname]] n 

The default value is 102400000 cells. 

Example: 

MAX_SIZE_PER_FETCH Sample Basic 75000000 

Limits the grid to 75 million cells after grid expansion for each query to the Basic database associated 

with the Sample application. [7138568] 

MaxL Deploy Statement Correction 

The railroad diagram representing MaxL Deploy statement in the Oracle Essbase Technical Reference 

contains an error: it is missing a specification for STUDIO-LOGIN-SPEC. A correction is provided below 

in BNF notation, along with a key for interpreting the BNF notation. 

BNF Key 

The following key explains how to interpret the symbols used in the BNF notation of the MaxL Deploy 

statement’s syntax. 

Symbol Meaning 
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[] Contains a list of optional items 

{} Contains a list of items, one of which is required 

| OR separator between list items. Only one of the options in the list can be used. 

!! The enclosed keyword is the default even if unspecified 

%% The enclosed is a terminal, defined further in the production marked by ::= 

::= A terminal used previously is defined here 

[,...] The preceding syntax can optionally be repeated; you must separate each iteration 

with a comma 

 

MaxL Deploy Statement Syntax 

The following BNF notation represents the correct syntax of the MaxL Deploy statement. 

deploy [!all!|outline|data]

from model ESS-MODEL-NAME

[

with option

   {

      delete_members %USING-INCR-SPEC%

      |delete_database

      |%INCR-SPEC%

      |rule_file_only %USING-INCR-SPEC%

   }

]

%STUDIO-LOGIN-SPEC%

to application ESS-APP-NAME database ESS-DB-NAME

[

   {!overwrite!|add|subtract} !values!

]

[

   %ESS-LOGIN-SPEC%

   |using connection ESS-CON

]

[

   !keep all errors!

   |keep INTEGER errors

]

[

on error

   [{!ignore!|abort} !dataload!]

   {append|write}{FILE-NAME|to default}

]

STUDIO-LOGIN-SPEC::=

login USER-NAME identified by PASSWORD on host HOST-NAME

ESS-LOGIN-SPEC::=

login ESS-USER-NAME identified by ESS-PASSWORD on host HOST-NAME

USING-INCR-SPEC::=

using %INCR-SPEC%

INCR-SPEC::=

incremental_load

[
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  !update all!

  |modify using

   {

    update for %ST-CHAIN%

    |rebuild for ST-HIER

   }[,...]

]

[

  !preserve! {!all!|input|level0|no} !data!

]

[

  {!overwrite!|add|subtract} !values!

]

ST-CHAIN::=

MBR-NAME[-<...]

[12648901] 

MaxL Perl Module Example Scripts Contain Errors 

In the documentation for MaxL Perl Module, the createuser.pl and createusers.pl example scripts 

contain errors.  

Lines in which print statements check whether $dbh is defined should be removed, as $dbh is always 

defined upon a successful connect. For example, the following should be removed: 

 print defined $dbh ? 

[6543364] 

MEMBER_UNIQUE_NAME MDX Property 

The Oracle Essbase Technical Reference states that the MDX property MEMBER_UNIQUE_NAME returns 

NULL for unique members, and a system-generated key for duplicate members. 

However, the MEMBER_UNIQUE_NAME  property, which is part of the XML for Analysis standard, 

actually returns a fully qualified member name with every usage, regardless of whether the database 

is enabled for duplicate member names or the database contains all unique member names. 

[6537517] 

Migrating Users and Groups 
When migrating users and groups to Shared Services, users and groups that fail migration are listed in 

the Essbase Server log (ARBORPATH/essbase.log). If any part of the migration process fails, review 

the messages in the Essbase Server log before you remigrate users and groups using the Externalize 

Users Wizard in Administration Services Console. [6583827, 8-620852578] 

Nested FIX Commands 

FIX commands can be nested within other FIX command blocks; however, using nested FIX commands 

incorrectly can result in incorrect results.  

For example, the intent of the following calculation script is to assign 1 to all children of East and then 

assign 2 to New York: 
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FIX (@CHILDREN(EAST)) 

   ''100-10''=1; 

       FIX (''New York'') 

           ''100-10''=2; 

       ENDFIX 

ENDFIX 

However, the nested FIX command fixes on a subset of the dimension that is specified by the FIX 

command above it; therefore, the script assigns 2 to all children of East because the script runs as if it 

were written as: 

FIX (@CHILDREN(EAST),''New York'') 

   ''100-10''=1; 

   ''100-10''=2; 

ENDFIX 

Rather than using nested FIX commands, use two separate FIX command blocks. For example: 

FIX (@CHILDREN(EAST)) 

   ''100-10''=1; 

ENDFIX 

FIX (''New York'') 

   ''100-10''=2; 

ENDFIX 

[6550936] 

Never Consolidate Supported for Aggregate and Block Storage Outlines 

In the Oracle Essbase Database Administrator’s Guide, Table 136, “Valid Consolidation Properties for 

Members of Aggregate Storage Outlines” on page 956, incorrectly omits the Never Consolidate 

operator (^). Never Consolidate is supported for both aggregate storage outlines and block storage 

outlines. [11805376] 

NO_HOSTNAME_LISTCONNECT Configuration Setting 

When using the display session MaxL statement to view active login sessions, specifies whether to 

convert the IP address of the client computers that are logged into Essbase to the computer’s host 

name.  

When set to TRUE, IP addresses are not converted to host names, which improves the performance of 

the display session MaxL statement. [7314737] 

Reference Cubes Are No Longer Supported 

Essbase no longer supports reference cubes. Topics related to reference cubes in the Oracle Essbase 

Database Administrator’s Guide, Oracle Essbase API Reference, and Oracle Essbase Technical 

Reference should be ignored. 

The @XREF function, which is mentioned in some reference cube topics, is still available in Essbase. 
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Referencing Members Using Shortcut Names 

The Oracle Essbase Database Administrator's Guide section entitled "Using Shortcut Qualified Member 

Names" includes a table showing the syntax that Essbase uses in different scenarios to construct 

shortcut qualified member names in duplicate member outlines. 

However, Essbase constructs the shortcut names internally, and not all of the listed syntax options can 

be used by a client for referencing members. You must get the shortcut name directly from Essbase, 

using one of the following methods. 

 Administration Services—View the Qualified Member Name field in the member properties in 

Outline Viewer. 

 MDX—Use the MEMBER_UNIQUE_NAME intrinsic property. For example:  

SELECT 

 {Sales} 

ON COLUMNS, 

{Product.Members} DIMENSION PROPERTIES member_unique_name 

ON ROWS 

FROM Sample.Basic 

; 

 Report Writer—Use the <REPQUALMBR command. For example:  

<REPQUALMBR Product 

 C Outline API—Use the EssOtlGetMemberUniqueName() function call. See the example in the 

Oracle Essbase API Reference.  

 Grid API—Use the following constants to retrieve qualified member names: 

o ESSG_OP_UNIQUENAMEONLY  

o ESSG_OP_MEMBERANDUNIQUENAME 

Additionally, the following "differentiating ancestral" method can be reliably used to reference 

duplicate as well as non-duplicate members.  

For example:  

Report Samples to Augment Report Scripts Documentation 

To augment the following topics in the "Developing Report Scripts" chapter in the Oracle Essbase 

Database Administrator’s Guide, see the related report sample in the Oracle Essbase Technical 

Reference:  

 For "Selecting Members by Using Attributes," see "Sample 20: Using Attributes in Member 

Selection" 

 For "Selecting Members by Attribute Association," see "Sample 21: Using the WITHATTR Command 

in Member Selection" 

[6581040] 

https://bug.oraclecorp.com/pls/bug/webbug_edit.edit_info_top?report_title=My%20Open%20Bugs%20and%20Enhs&rptno=6581040&query_id=363600&rptno_count=14&pos=7
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SET COPYMISSINGBLOCK Calculation Command 

In the Oracle Essbase Technical Reference, the SET COPYMISSINGBLOCK calculation command is 

incorrectly listed in the Contents under the “Essbase.CFG Configuration Settings heading.” It should be 

listed under the “Calculation Commands” heading. In the DATACOPY calculation command topic, the 

reference to adding SET COPYMISSINGBLOCK OFF to the essbase.cfg configuration file should be 

ignored.  

This command should be used in a calculation script; for example:  

SET COPYMISSINGBLOCK OFF; 

[7624193, 7634220, 7634574] 

SET MSG Calculation Command, Warns Parameter 

The SET MSG calculation command topic in the Oracle Essbase Technical Reference includes references 

to the WARNS parameter. The WARNS parameter is obsolete. Use the SET MSG ERROR command. 

[7138584] 

Specifying Port Numbers in Host Names When Connecting to Partitions 

When using Administrative Services Release 11.1.1.3.01 and later to connect to partitions created in 

Essbase Release 11.1.1.3 or earlier, you must specify the port-number as part of the host name (for 

example, ServerName:1423) even if you are using the default port or the port-number specified in 

essbase.cfg. This also applies when connecting using essmsh. Note that for non-default ports that are 

not specified in essbase.cfg, you must always specify the port number as part of the host name. 

[12396096] 

Teradata Parallel Transporter (TPT) Support Changes 

Essbase 11.1.1.1 supports Teradata Parallel Transporter (TPT) 12 with the Teradata 12 ODBC driver. 

TPT 12 can connect to Teradata V2R6.x and V12.x databases, not to Teradata V2R5.x databases. 

Consult your Teradata documentation for supported configurations.  

In the Oracle Essbase SQL Interface Guide, references to TPT 8.2 and Teradata 3.6 ODBC driver 

should be ignored. Also, in the Solaris variable examples, references to the “8.02.00” directory should 

be replaced with the “12.00.00.00” directory for Teradata 12 ODBC. For example: 

For information about the versions of Teradata databases that Essbase supports as data sources, and 

supported Teradata ODBC drivers, see the Oracle Hyperion Enterprise Management System Installation 

Start Here. 

Time Balance Feature 

Oracle® Essbase Outline Editor verifies that time balance properties are applied only to Time 

dimensions that are stored. [7159709] 

Time Behavior Beyond 2038 

Dates beyond 2038 are not supported on any platform. [7260852] 
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Two Pass Calculation Members on Dense Dimensions 

If a query includes a two-pass calculation member in a dense dimension, the query needs one dynamic 

calculator cache for each block retrieved. [7184888]  

Unsupported Visual Basic API Functions 

The following Visual Basic API functions are in the API Reference, but are not supported in the Visual 

Basic API. Therefore, the documentation for them should be ignored:  

EsbPartitionNewDefFile 

EsbPartitionOpenDefFile 

EsbPartitionReadDefFile 

EsbPartitionWriteDefFile 

[6570922] 

Updated C Grid API Example 

In the Oracle Essbase API Reference, the following code example replaces the existing example found 

in the “C Grid API Example” topic.  

/* This function allocates the necessary data to send to the server */ 

 

ESSG_PPDATA_T AllocTwoDims(ESSG_ULONG_T ulRows, ESSG_ULONG_T ulCols)  

{  

ESSG_PPDATA_T ppTemp;  

ESSG_ULONG_T  ulIndex;  

 

if(ulRows)  

ppTemp = (ESSG_PPDATA_T) malloc(sizeof(ESSG_DATA_T*) * ulRows);  

if(ppTemp == NULL)  

return ppTemp;  

 

memset(ppTemp, 0, (sizeof(ESSG_PDATA_T) * ulRows));  

 

for (ulIndex = 0; ulIndex < ulRows; ulIndex++)  

{  

ppTemp[ulIndex] = (ESSG_PDATA_T)malloc(sizeof(ESSG_DATA_T) * ulCols);  

if(ppTemp[ulIndex])  

memset(ppTemp[ulIndex], 0, (sizeof(ESSG_DATA_T) * ulCols));  

}  

 

return ppTemp;  

} 

 

 

/* This function frees the memory allocated by AllocTwoDims */ 

void FreeTwoDim(ESSG_PPDATA_T ppDataToFree, ESS_ULONG_T ulRows) 

{ 

        ESS_ULONG_T ulIndex; 

 

        for (ulIndex = 0; ulIndex < ulRows; ulIndex++) 

        { 

                if(ppDataToFree[ulIndex]->usType == ESSG_DT_STRING) 

                { 

                        free(ppDataToFree[ulIndex]->Value.pszStr); 

                } 

                free(ppDataToFree[ulIndex]); 

        } 

        free(ppDataToFree); 
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} 

 

/* This function builds a table based on the above grid. */ 

/* Note: The items in the grid are hard coded.           */ 

ESSG_PPDATA_T BuildTable(ESSG_PRANGE_T pRange) 

{ 

        ESSG_PPDATA_T   ppTable; 

        ESS_ULONG_T     ulRow, ulCol; 

 

        /* Your code would probably not be hard-coded here... */ 

        pRange->ulRowStart      = 0; 

        pRange->ulColumnStart   = 0; 

        pRange->ulNumRows       = 2; 

        pRange->ulNumColumns    = 5; 

        ppTable = AllocTwoDims(2, 5); 

 

        /* ROW 1 */ 

        ppTable[0][0].usType = ESSG_DT_BLANK; 

        ppTable[0][1].usType = ESSG_DT_BLANK; 

        ppTable[0][2].usType = ESSG_DT_STRING; 

        /* Some compilers allow you to specify \p to indicate */ 

        /* the length of the string */ 

        ppTable[0][2].Value.pszStr = "\pYear"; 

        ppTable[0][3].usType = ESSG_DT_STRING; 

        ppTable[0][3].Value.pszStr = "\pProduct"; 

        ppTable[0][4].usType = ESSG_DT_STRING; 

        ppTable[0][4].Value.pszStr = "\pMarket"; 

 

        /* ROW 2 */ 

        ppTable[1][0].usType = ESSG_DT_STRING; 

        ppTable[1][0].Value.pszStr = "\pActual"; 

        ppTable[1][1].usType = ESSG_DT_STRING; 

        ppTable[1][1].Value.pszStr = "\pSales"; 

        ppTable[1][2].usType = ESSG_DT_DOUBLE; 

        ppTable[1][2].dblData = 123.45; 

        ppTable[1][3].usType = ESSG_DT_BLANK; 

        ppTable[1][4].usType = ESSG_DT_BLANK; 

 

        return (ppTable); 

} 

 

/* This function makes the necessary calls to the */ 

/* EGAPI to perform a basic retrieval.            */ 

/* NOTE:  This example does not show the                   */ 

/* initialization of the EGAPI or the grid.       */ 

/* Also, the hGrid is assumed to be external.    */ 

void CallEGAPI(void) 

{ 

        ESSG_PPDATA_T   ppDataIn, 

        ESSG_PPDATA_T   ppDataOut; 

        ESSG_RANGE_T    rRangeDataIn,rRangeDataOut; 

        ESSG_STS_T      sts; 

        ESSG_ULONG_T    ulRow, ulCol; 

        ESSG_USHORT_T   usState; 

 

        /* Connect the grid to a database on the server */ 

        sts = EssGConnect(hGrid, "Server", "User", "Password", 

                                       "App", "Db", ESSG_CONNECT_DEFAULT); 

        if (sts == 0) 

        { 

                ppDataIn = BuildTable(&rRangeDataIn); 

                /* Start the retrieve operation */ 

                sts = EssGBeginRetrieve(hGrid, ESSG_RET_RETRIEVE); 

        } 

        if (sts == 0) 

        { 

                /* Send the entire grid to define the query */ 
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                sts = EssGSendRows(hGrid, &rRangeDataIn, ppDataIn); 

        } 

        if (sts == 0) 

        { 

                /* We're done sending rows, perform the retrieval */ 

                sts = EssGPerformOperation(hGrid, 0); 

         

                /* Free the data we built */ 

                FreeTwoDim(ppDataIn, rRangeDataIn.ulNumRows); 

        } 

        if (sts == 0) 

        { 

                /* Determine the results of the retrieve and how much data 

                 * is being returned. 

                 */ 

                sts = EssGGetResults(hGrid, 0, &rRangeDataOut, &usState); 

        } 

        if (sts == 0) 

        { 

                /* Get all of the data */ 

                sts = EssGGetRows(hGrid,0, &rRangeDataOut,  

                        &rRangeDateOut, &ppDataOut); 

        } 

        if (sts == 0) 

        { 

                /* Interate though the data ... */ 

                /* First the rows */ 

                for (ulRow = rRangeDataOut.ulRowStart; 

                                ulRow < rRangeDataOut.ulNumRows; 

                                ulRow++) 

                { 

                        /* Then the columns */ 

                        for (ulCol = rRangeDataOut.ulColumnStart; 

                                        ulCol < rRangeDataOut.ulNumColumns; 

                                        ulCol++) 

                        { 

                                /* Here's a cell ... just render it. */ 

                                switch (ppDataOut[ulRow][ulCol].usType) 

                                { 

                                        case (ESSG_DT_STRING): 

                                                

DisplayString(ppDataOut[ulRow][ulCol].Value.pszStr); 

                                                break; 

                                        case (ESSG_DT_LONG): 

                                                

DisplayValue(ppDataOut[ulRow][ulCol].Value.lData); 

                                                break; 

                                        case (ESSG_DT_DOUBLE): 

                                                

DisplayValue(ppDataOut[ulRow][ulCol].Value.dblData); 

                                                break; 

                                        case (ESSG_DT_BLANK): 

                                                DisplayBlank(); 

                                                break; 

                                        case (ESSG_DT_MISSING): 

                                                DisplayMissing(); 

                                                break; 

                                        case (ESSG_DT_ZERO): 

                                                DisplayValue(0); 

                                                break; 

                                        case (ESSG_DT_NOACCESS): 

                                                DisplayNoAccess(); 

                                                break; 

                                        case (ESSG_DT_MEMBEREX):  

                                                    

DisplayString(ppDataOut[ulRow][ulCol].Value.pszStr+1);  

                                                    break; 
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                                        default: 

                                                DisplayOops(); 

                                                break; 

                                } 

                        } 

                } 

                /* Tell the API we don't care about this request any more */ 

                EssGEndOperation(hGrid, 0); 

                /* Free the data returned */ 

                EssGFreeRows(hGrid, &rRangeDataOut, ppDataOut); 

        } 

 

        /* Disconnect if you wish */ 

        EssGDisconnect(hGrid, 0); 

 

} 

[7314583] 

Updated Report Output Example for Data Extraction 

In the Oracle Essbase Technical Reference, the report that is output by the sample code in the 

example is not correct. The correct report output is as follows:  

                                        Sales Scenario  

                                       Jan      Feb      Mar  

                                  ======== ======== ========  

New York         100-20           #Missing #Missing #Missing  

                 100-30           #Missing #Missing #Missing  

                 200-20           #Missing #Missing #Missing  

                 200-30           #Missing #Missing #Missing  

                 300-30           #Missing #Missing #Missing  

                   Diet           #Missing #Missing #Missing  

                 200-10                 61       61       63  

                 400-30                134      189      198  

                 300-20                180      180      182  

                 400-20                219      243      213  

                 400-10                234      232      234  

                 300-10                483      495      513  

                 200-40                490      580      523  

                   200                 551      641      586  

                   400                 587      664      645  

                   300                 663      675      695  

                 100-10                678      645      675  

                   100                 678      645      675  

                     Product         2,479    2,625    2,601 

[7229001] 

Updated Visual Basic API Examples 

In the Oracle Essbase API Reference, the following code examples replace the existing examples for 

the VB functions EsbListRequests and EsbKillRequest.  

EsbListRequests: 

Sub ESB_ListRequests()  

     Dim Items As Integer  

     Dim ReqInfo As ESB_REQUESTINFO_T  

     Dim sts As Long  
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     Dim pAccess As Integer  

   

     'sts = EsbSetActive(hCtx, AppName, DbName, pAccess)  

     'sts = EsbDefaultCalc(hCtx)  

     '*************  

     ' List Requests  

     '*************  

     sts = EsbListRequests(hCtx, UserName, AppName, DbName, Items)  

     Debug.Print "EsbListRequests = " & sts & " " & Items  

       

     For n = 1 To Items  

       '********************  

       ' Get next Request Info  

       ' from the list  

       '********************  

       sts = EsbGetNextItem(hCtx, ESB_REQUESTINFO_TYPE, ReqInfo)  

       Debug.Print "EsbGetNextItem = " & sts & " " & ReqInfo.LoginId & " " &  

ReqInfo.DbRequestCode  

 

     Next  

  End Sub 

 

EsbKillRequest: 

 
  Sub ESB_KillRequest()  

   Dim Items As Integer  

   Dim ReqInfo As ESB_REQUESTINFO_T  

   Dim sts As Long  

   Dim pAccess As Integer  

 

   '*********  

   ' List Requests  

   '*************  

   'sts = EsbSetActive(hCtx, AppName, DbName, pAccess)  

   'Debug.Print "EsbSetActive = " & sts  

   'sts = EsbDefaultCalc(hCtx)  

   'Debug.Print "EsbDefaultCalc = " & sts  

    sts = EsbListRequests(hCtx, UserName, AppName, DbName, Items)  

     Debug.Print "EsbListRequests = " & sts & " " & Items  

   For n = 1 To Items  

     '********************  

     ' Get next Request Info  

     ' from the list  

     '********************  

     sts = EsbGetNextItem(hCtx, ESB_REQUESTINFO_TYPE, ReqInfo)  

     Debug.Print "EsbGetNextItem = " & sts & " " & ReqInfo.LoginId & " " &  

ReqInfo.DbRequestCode  

     sts = EsbKillRequest(hCtx, ReqInfo)  

     Debug.Print "EsbKillRequest = " & sts  

   Next  

End Sub 

[8313273] 

Using Correct Characters When Naming Applications and Databases 

When you name applications and databases, you must use characters that are supported by the 

character set that is specified by the ESSLANG variable. On the computer where Essbase Server is 

installed, the ESSLANG variable must be set to the locale that is defined for the computer's operating 

system. [8287660] 
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Copying an Aggregate Storage Database 

To copy all of the data in an aggregate storage application, you must merge all incremental data slices 

into the main database slice. Data in unmerged incremental data slices is not copied. [14538864] 

Maximum Number of Cells that Can Be Queried in an Aggregate Storage 

Database 

The maximum number of cells that can be queried in an aggregate storage database that has a very 

sparse data set is 2^32.  

The Oracle Essbase Administrator’s Guide for this release incorrectly states the limit as 2^64. 

[14497052] 
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